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Abstract
Background: The objective of external quality assessment is to evaluate clinical acceptability of laboratory results. It is
desirable to evaluate intermethod harmonization and traceability to a reference system. Methods: Conventional matrix-modified
processed materials are used in most programs, because they can be produced in large quantities, can have multiple abnormal
analytes in the same vial and have excellent stability. The principal limitation of these materials is non-commutability which
makes them unsuitable for traceability or harmonization evaluation. Peer group evaluation is used which allows an individual
laboratory to confirm appropriate use of a measurement technology and a manufacturer to monitor uniformity in their
calibration transfer process. Authentic clinical specimen pools provide commutability but are limited by the quantity available
and number of analytes at pathologic levels in the same vial. Hybrid approaches have used authentic clinical specimen pools in
conjunction with non-commutable processed materials to determine method-specific matrix-corrected target values which have
enabled evaluation of traceability to reference methods. Conclusions: Conventional processed materials are limited by noncommutability. Pooled clinical specimens are limited by availability. When used together, external quality assessment can
evaluate traceability to reference systems and harmonization between test procedures.
D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This report focuses on potential limitations in EQA/
PT materials due to non-commutability as an undesired
byproduct of materials preparation combined with the
nonspecificity limitations of some routine clinical
laboratory methods. Approaches are discussed to cir-
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cumvent the non-commutability issue by using authentic clinical specimen pools to evaluate harmonization,
or trueness (agreement with a reference system) when
possible, of an individual laboratory’s test procedure
and of a test procedure peer group. Test procedure
nonspecificity is considered a component of noncommutability only when it affects results for EQA/
PT materials differently than for authentic clinical
specimens. Analytic nonspecificity which affects both
authentic clinical specimens and EQA/PT materials
similarly is a limitation of some routine test procedures
(field methods) but is not specifically addressed in this
review.
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External quality assessment (EQA) schemes are an
important part of laboratory quality management and
improvement. Such programs are also referred to as
proficiency testing (PT). In some contexts, PT is
considered a regulatory process while EQA addresses
self-assessment and improvement. In this report, both
are considered equivalent programs because the specimen materials issues are the same.
The objective of EQA/PT is to evaluate laboratory
performance for clinically acceptable results compared to peer laboratories or to reference systems.
Historically, EQA/PT programs started with the work
of Belk and Sunderman [1] in the USA and Wooton
and King [2] in the UK to allow laboratories to
compare results to assist with the improvement of
measurement technology to achieve clinically reliable
results. Early emphasis was on harmonization of
results as there were no reference methods available.
Harmonization of results among laboratories and
among methods remains an important objective of
EQA/PT because clinical practice guidelines can be
standardized if results are consistent among different
laboratories. When a reference system is available, it
is desirable, but not always possible, for EQA/PT to
validate that field methods produce traceable results
for clinical specimens. Other important objectives of
an EQA program include specialized schemes to
investigate analytic limitations, method interferences
and investigation of the state of the art in meeting
clinical requirements.

2. Commutability issues in EQA/PT
EQA/PT providers recognize that some specimen
materials used in the programs are not commutable
with authentic clinical specimens. The International
Standards Organization (ISO) defines commutability
as ‘‘degree to which a material yields the same
numerical relationships between results of measurements by a given set of measurement procedures,
purporting to measure the same quantity, as those
between the expectations of the relationships for the
same procedures applied to those types of material for
which the procedures are intended. Note 1, the degree
to which a given material demonstrates inter-method
changes in response (for two or more measurement
procedures) comparable to the changes in response

observed for relevant materials, is an indication of the
commutability of the material among the specified
measurement procedures.’’ [3].
It is important to specify the relationship between
commutability and analytic specificity for the measurand as it affects EQA/PT materials. Analytic specificity is an attribute of a method describing the
extent to which the measurand and no other substance
is measured. The matrix of the specimen is defined as
the totality of components of a material system except
the analyte [3]. For an analytically specific method,
the matrix should not influence the quantitation of the
measurand. Analytic nonspecificity to interfering substances is a limitation of some routine test procedures
used for clinical laboratory testing. The degree of
nonspecificity which is acceptable for clinical practice
is a professional judgment of a laboratory director or a
consensus organization and may vary in different
practice environments.
Commutability is an attribute of a method/material
interaction which allows an EQA/PT material to be
used as a surrogate for an authentic clinical specimen.
A common limitation of materials used for EQA/PT is
alteration of the specimen matrix due to processing
steps such that the specimen becomes non-commutable (no longer mimics an authentic clinical specimen)
with some routine test procedures. Non-commutability is a limitation to evaluating EQA/PT results
because it confounds interpretation of the results.
Commutability is also an important attribute for
reference materials used for calibration of test measurement procedures. Franzini and Ceriotti [4]
reviewed the impact of non-commutable reference
materials on accuracy in clinical chemistry measurements. They pointed out that commercial reference
and control materials are frequently non-commutable
and the occurrence of non-commutability has been
unpredictable for any particular material/method combination. They summarized several reports in which
0 –82% of commercial control materials were found to
be non-commutable for 10 common measurands.
They emphasized that harmonization of method calibration and traceability to a reference system can only
be performed when commutable materials are used.
When EQA/PT results using conventional processed materials are evaluated, the observed difference
between a test procedure result and the target value has
contributions from calibration bias (trueness), random
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bias and matrix bias. Random bias has two principal
components: analytic imprecision and specimen-specific effects due primarily to nonspecificity. The calibration bias and random bias are test procedure
attributes that reflect performance for patient specimens, and for acceptable performance, their sum
should be less than a medically relevant limit. Matrix
bias is the component of the observed difference due to
non-commutability between a method/material combination. Matrix bias in a processed material is caused by
an altered matrix which would not be expected to occur
in typical authentic clinical specimens and thus represents a difference between the EQA/PT material and
authentic clinical specimens. In most cases, the presence and magnitude of a matrix bias is unknown and
matrix bias adds to the sum of calibration and random
bias. Consequently, the total observed difference
between an individual test method result and the target
value for an EQA/PT material can produce an incorrect
inference of test procedure performance for authentic
clinical specimens [5 –7].
Consider the following example to illustrate the
limitation of non-commutability of an EQA/PT material (assuming no specimen-specific contributions to
random bias). The difference between an individual
laboratory result and a reference measurement procedure result for an EQA/PT specimen is 20 mmol/l. The
20-mmol/l difference includes contributions from calibration bias, random bias and matrix bias. If the
laboratory’s random bias is known to have a 2 S.D.
value of 5 mmol/l, it would be useful if one could
conclude the method has a calibration bias of 15 mmol/
l which should be corrected. However, because of a
possible matrix bias with the EQA/PT material that
may not exist with authentic clinical specimens, the
amount of the 15 mmol/l due to calibration bias cannot
be discriminated from the amount due to matrix bias.
Thus, the laboratory cannot use the EQA/PT result to
reliably determine the calibration status of the method
when clinical specimens are measured.
Techniques have been developed to experimentally
validate the commutability of a material among different methods by comparison of its analytic response to
that of authentic clinical specimens. The general
procedure is to compare results between two or more
methods for a panel of authentic clinical specimens
and candidate EQA/PT or other reference materials.
Commutability is evaluated from the degree of over-
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lap between the distribution of results for the two
types of specimens. Different statistical approaches to
evaluate results for candidate materials have been
suggested [8 – 12]. A consensus procedure to document a material’s commutability with authentic clinical specimens is available in NCCLS document
EP14-A [13].
An example of commutability documentation is
provided by Naito et al. [14] who circulated five
freshly collected non-frozen off-the-clot serum pools
and five College of American Pathologists Survey
specimens to 174 laboratories. Target values for
cholesterol were assigned to all materials by the
Abell – Kendall reference method. For three field
methods, duPont Dimension, Beckman CX and
Kodak Ektachem, participant mean biases versus the
reference method were
8.9%,
5.5% and 4.4%,
respectively, for the processed EQA/PT materials but
were within 0.6% for the fresh serum pools. Even
though reference method target values were assigned,
an erroneous conclusion regarding traceability would
have been made based on the results from the EQA/
PT materials. Two other field methods, Hitachi and
Abbott, had mean bias for both EQA/PT and serum
pool specimens within 1.1% of the reference method
values. Thus, the same EQA/PT materials were noncommutable with one group of methods but were
commutable with another group.
The example above assumed the off-the-clot pooled
serum was commutable among the methods. An experimental design to demonstrate that a serum pool is
commutable with the individual donor units that make
up the pool is provided in NCCLS document C37-A
[15]. This document describes a robust protocol to
prepare an off-the-clot frozen serum pool. The validation design is shown in Fig. 1 and was used for two
pools prepared to qualify the protocol. Individual
aliquots of 43 and 44 donor units, respectively, for
each of two pools were retained. Each donor aliquot
and the final pool were assayed with replication by each
of 26 methods for which the materials were to be used.
The mean of the donor aliquot results was weighted by
the volume contributed to the pool. The pool was
considered to have behaved like individual donor units
if the pool value agreed with the donor units mean
value within the design tolerance. Each of two off-theclot pooled serum materials was demonstrated to have
results equivalent to the panel of individual donor units
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the protocol described in NCCLS C37-A [15]
for validation of commutability for a serum pool. The individual
donor sera and the pooled serum are assayed by all methods that
will use the pool. The mean of individual donor sera results is
weighted by the volume of each unit in the pool. The pool is
comparable to individual donor units when the weighted mean of
individual donor units equals the pooled mean and is commutable
among methods when the pool means for the individual methods
agree, both criteria within specified tolerances.

for total cholesterol for 26 methods within the statistical
design of 2% agreement. Materials prepared according
to the NCCLS C37-A protocol have been evaluated by
Cobbaert et al. [16] for several lipoprotein and apolipoprotein measurands and were found superior in
commutability to patient serum pools prepared by
less-stringent processes and to commercially available
human serum-based materials.

3. Conventional processed materials for EQA/PT
Conventional processed materials are the most
commonly used in EQA/PT because they have important attributes for external surveillance programs.
These materials can include a large number of measurands in the same pool and can include a large range
of measurand levels. Manufacturing experience has
developed formulations with predictable performance
attributes between lots, and good stability during
storage, shipping, and after the vial is opened for
use. Large quantities can be produced at relatively low
cost with uniform vial-to-vial homogeneity. The ability to store materials and include them in subsequent
distributions allows resampling of participants with
the same materials to evaluate between-event precision and agreement.
Non-commutability of conventional processed
materials is attributed to modification of the material’s

matrix which makes it different from an authentic
clinical specimen. Matrix modifications are caused
by various manufacturing processes, each of which
has the potential to alter the molecular forms or
physico-chemical properties of one or more components or to introduce non-native molecules. Material
handling such as time spent in contact with red blood
cells or clot during blood collection, reconstitution of
serum from plasma, dialysis, concentration, freeze –
thaw cycles and filtration all affect the matrix of the
material [17]. The time and temperature of raw material storage and of pool preparation can alter the
attributes of the matrix and introduce interfering substances not typically found in fresh authentic clinical
specimens. For example, ammonia content of serum or
plasma is proportional to time and temperature in the
liquid state because proteases continually release
ammonia from proteins. Supplementation with human
or non-human analytes is common to adjust the quantity present and may introduce non-native forms of the
measurand or impurities [12,18]. Addition of stabilizing materials is common to preserve the integrity of
analytes and to control microbial contamination. The
stabilizing agents are not always compatible with all
test procedures and compromises are necessary [19].
Lyophilization is a common technique to preserve
materials for use over an extended time period and to
confer stability during shipping. Lyophilization can
cause changes in physico-chemical properties of proteins which can affect their chemical reactivity in an
analytic method [16,20 – 29]. Frozen or liquid materials have become more common but may have stabilityenhancing additives which alter their commutability
properties [16,25]. There is inherent lot-to-lot variability in biologic materials because the raw materials
have differences in concentrations of measurands,
impurities, and in handling artifacts which can affect
the commutability properties of the final product. The
more uniform the raw materials and the manufacturing
process, the more predictable will be the commutability properties of a formulation. However, processed
materials have been shown to have unpredictable
occurrence of matrix interferences and non-commutability [4,5,16,26 –29]. It is not realistic to expect a
new lot of a processed material to have identical
commutability properties to previous lots.
Since commutability properties of a processed
material are usually unknown, EQA/PT programs
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evaluate an individual laboratory’s result using one of
two procedures. The most common is to use a peer
group mean for the target value with limits based on
acceptable clinical variation [6,30]. In this case, the
matrix bias is assumed the same for all members of
the peer group and is ignored. This approach does not
evaluate trueness or harmonization among different
test procedure peer groups. Peer group evaluation
does confirm that a laboratory is applying a technology correctly and does measure the uniformity of the
manufacturer’s field method calibration process
among a group of users. Peer group evaluation in
external surveillance provides information to individual laboratories for quality monitoring and improvement, and allows a laboratory to confirm they are
harmonized with other users of the same or similar
measurement technology. The peer group standard
deviations provide information on the relative imprecision of different methods.
An alternative evaluation approach uses a single
target value with acceptability limits which allow for
the acceptable clinical variation plus the expected
magnitude of matrix bias. When reference method
target values are used (as required by some regulations, e.g. Germany [31]) the EQA/PT organizer is
responsible to either validate commutability for these
materials with all methods in the program or to
increase the evaluation limits to allow for the expected
magnitude of matrix bias. When evaluation limits are
increased to accommodate matrix bias, it becomes
more difficult to evaluate the actual performance of a
method due to the unknown magnitude of the matrix
bias component of total uncertainty.
When commutability with authentic clinical specimens has been validated for a conventional processed
EQA/PT material, a reference method assigned or all
method mean target value can be used as the basis for
evaluation [32,33]. When a valid reference method
target value is available, trueness can be evaluated for
an individual laboratory and for a test procedure peer
group. When an all-method mean is the best available
target value, harmonization among test procedures can
be evaluated with a commutable material. However,
caution must be used because commutability is a
unique attribute for each lot of material and each
material/method combination [5,26]. Revalidation of
commutability is necessary for each new lot of material.
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4. Use of clinical specimens for EQA/PT
One approach to solving the non-commutability
problem is to use authentic clinical specimens or
specimen pools for EQA/PT. This approach has been
effective when adequate specimens can be obtained
but has been limited when multiple analytes or large
quantities are required.
Careful preparation of a fresh-frozen off-the-clot
serum pool, or other native clinical specimen, is critical
to the validity of the assumption that the material is
commutable. A consensus guideline for preparation of
a fresh-frozen off-the-clot serum pool is NCCLS document C37-A [15] which specifically addresses cholesterol but is applicable to most serum measurands. The
following critical details were identified in this document. The duration and temperature of contact with red
blood cells before separation, and the duration and
temperature of storage of an individual serum unit or
pool of serum units can affect the commutability. In
particular, ammonia increases rapidly due to proteases
in serum acting on proteins, aggregated material can
form, and components can be leached from plastic
blood collection bags. During pooling, aggregates of
immune complexes and other binding proteins form
between components of different serum units in a pool
and must be filtered, proteolysis continues and contamination with microorganisms must be prevented.
The incubation time, mixing, filtering and dispensing
conditions all affect the quality of the final product.
The number of freeze –thaw cycles involved in material acquisition and preparation as well as the rate of
freezing can introduce matrix modifications. The time
required to collect, pool and dispense off-the-clot
serum can limit the size of a pool if it is necessary to
avoid freeze –thaw cycles.
One example of an ongoing EQA/PT program that
uses authentic clinical specimens is the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 1600 Clifton
Rd. Atlanta, GA 30333, USA) Lipid Standardization
Program for laboratories performing lipid research or
health department-sponsored lipid testing. This program uses fresh off-the-clot serum from donors prescreened for lipid levels. The serum is prepared
according to the NCCLS C37-A protocol and shipped
frozen to approximately 150 participants four times
per year. Target values are assigned by CDC reference
methods for lipid measurands. Another example is the
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College of American Pathologists (325 Waukegan
Rd., Northfield, IL 60093-2950, USA) Glycohemoglobin Survey which uses fresh whole blood collected
from normal and diabetic donors. The material is
pooled to create different levels of hemoglobin A1c,
aliquotted and shipped liquid to approximately 2000
participants twice per year. Reference method target
values are assigned by USA National Glycohemoglobin Standardization Program reference laboratories.
Both of these examples use non-adulterated freshly
collected and pooled authentic clinical specimens. The
logistics are carefully managed to complete the collection and testing in a few days time. Both programs
depend on the availability of donors with pathologic
levels of selected measurands. These examples provide
models of an ‘‘ideal’’ situation in which commutability
is assumed because of the careful specimen-handling
protocols which allow evaluation of traceability to
reference methods.
A number of investigators have reported evaluating
authentic clinical specimens in several types of EQA/
PT to overcome the non-commutability of processed
materials, to investigate matrix interferences and to
evaluate specific interfering substances. Cobbaert et
al. [16] evaluated eight reference materials prepared
according to NCCLS C37 protocol [15], eight prepared from clinical specimens using less stringent
processing and 18 purchased from commercial sources as human serum-based calibrators or controls for
six-lipid measurands. They used a multicenter-paired
(43 pairs of laboratories) split patient specimen design
[11] to evaluate commutability between the reference
materials and clinical specimens. They concluded
only the C37 protocol materials were commutable
with patient specimens. Both the less stringently
prepared clinical specimen pools and the commercial
materials had unacceptable commutability. Subsequent use of the C37-type materials in EQA surveys
allowed a calibration adjustment that could reduce
intermethod variation to 2– 4% for the lipid methods.
The authors pointed out that the effectiveness of
reducing inter-laboratory calibration bias was equivalent using either one or three concentrations of
commutable material in a survey event.
Stockl et al. [32] distributed single-donor freshfrozen serum to between 6 and 21 participants who
measured cholesterol, creatinine and cortisol. They
observed significant bias-versus-reference methods

for creatinine and cortisol among each of four different methods. Cholesterol results were in good agreement for all four methods except those from one
specimen which appeared to have an interference with
one method. The authors concluded that single-donor
serum could be used in PT and allowed some range of
concentrations to be achieved. However, they reported
limitations due to specimen volume which may
restrict the statistical sample of a particular method,
the cost of the materials and the difficulty of singledonor specimens to monitor a large number of measurands.
Linko et al. [34] prepared six off-the-clot sera from
single donors for use in an EQA to evaluate glucose
and calcium for 21 laboratories. Their design used
replication over 3 days to get adequate data for trueness
evaluation versus reference measurement procedures.
They found 10 of 21 laboratories exceeded the bias
specifications for calcium and none exceeded the limits
for glucose. The authors concluded that commutable
native sera were indispensable for small-scale EQA
surveys dedicated to investigation of trueness. However, the measurand levels were limited to normal
values, and small surveys could not separate method
effects from individual laboratory effects.
Stahl et al. [35] distributed whole blood specimens
to 171 general practitioners in an EQA for glucose
meters. The performance of the EQA specimen was
evaluated versus a capillary blood specimen collected
into a hemolyzing agent at the time of the EQA assay
and then sent to a central laboratory for measurement.
They determined that the whole blood EQA material
was commutable for four of six capillary whole blood
glucose meters.
Cattozzo et al. [25] compared 29 commercial
control materials with 98 patient sera for lipase
between six methods and found non-commutability
in 27% of liquid materials and 47% of lyophilized
materials. They pointed out commutability of control
materials must be checked before using such materials
for EQA or for method recalibration.
Dominici et al. [36] evaluated 12 commercial control materials for suitability as EQA materials for
carcinoembryionic antigen. The candidate materials
were compared to 12 patient serum pools assayed with
five methods. They found 7 of 12 materials were noncommutable with the serum pools. They concluded
that commutability validation was necessary to avoid
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erroneous inferences from EQA results, and that recalibration of methods based on non-commutable materials would worsen the actual performance for clinical
specimens.
Another critical issue for the integrity of an
‘‘authentic’’ clinical specimen pool is the amount of
supplementation with analyte additives or other modification to the native material that can be tolerated to
change measurand quantity without affecting the specimen’s commutability. Possible alterations include
low-risk additives such as simple organic or inorganic
substances (e.g. creatinine or phosphate), intermediate
risk such as adding purified human enzyme or hormone preparations, or recombinant protein molecules,
or high risk such as adding non-human biologic
materials or tumor marker-binding protein complexes
(e.g. prostate-specific antigen (PSA) – antichymotrypsin). The possibilities are numerous and each modification potentially compromises the ‘‘native’’ or
‘‘authentic’’ quality of the material.
Supplemented pools must be tested to establish
commutability properties before any valid conclusions
regarding method comparisons or traceability can be
reached. Effects of supplementation of clinical specimen pools need further investigation and careful
development to allow a larger number of measurands
and a greater range of measurand levels to be included
in a pool. Uldall [37] reported preparation of off-theclot serum with addition of additives from human
liver extract and pure chemicals. Three materials, one
non-supplemented and two supplemented, were used
in EQA by 52 laboratories for 50 components. The
supplemented material showed non-commutability for
eight measurands. Supplementation designs that produce acceptable commutability will be important to
allow reference method target values and to support
method-specific matrix-corrected target values for
conventional materials that have measurands at pathologic levels.
Pringle et al. [38] reported a matrix interference
with two human growth hormone assays using serum
from patients with polycythemia vera for the EQA
specimens. Interestingly the matrix interference was
not observed in specimens with undetectable growth
hormone which were supplemented with purified hormone. Henderson et al. [21] reported less intralaboratory imprecision for EQA/PT materials from freshfrozen serum supplemented with human enzymes
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versus conventional lyophilized materials. Baadenhuijsen et al. [29] evaluated harmonization materials
based on fresh human sera pools selected for elevated
enzyme activities compared to pools supplemented
with human and non-human enzyme preparations. In
general, they found that material originating from
selectively pooled patient’s sera was necessary to
achieve improved inter-laboratory harmonization of
results. Miller et al. [39] reported improved harmonization of results for amylase and aspartate aminotransferase when human enzyme preparations were
added to native pooled sera to prepare calibration
materials. Sturgeon and Seth [40] reported useful
method specificity information using sera supplemented with purified forms of human chorionic gonadotropin. Garg et al. [41] used non-supplemented
serum pooled from donors with varying levels of
PSA to show that semen supplementation for processed PSA materials contributed to inter-laboratory
differences in EQA/PT results. Sokoll et al. [42]
reported improvement in commutability for a PSA
material by adding purified seminal fluid PSA and
PSA – antichymotrypsin complex to a human serum
base. They observed an inter-laboratory CV% with this
material similar to that for pooled human sera and
much smaller than that for conventional processed PT
specimens.
At the current state of development, fresh-frozen
off-the-clot serum pools, or other authentic clinical
specimen pools, have practical limitations. One is the
cost and difficulty to obtain large quantities. Another
is that a single pool cannot include a large number of
measurands at abnormal levels. Pools can be produced
with pathologic levels of one or a few clinically
correlated measurands but are limited to a relatively
small number of aliquots. It is not practical to identify
and recruit a large number of persons with various
pathologic conditions to allow preparation of large
volumes of pooled freshly collected clinical specimens. Even if the individuals could be identified, it is
not practical to include a large number of vials, each
including only a few measurands, in a comprehensive
EQA/PT surveillance program. There are also a number of measurands which are present at such low
concentrations (e.g. troponin, CK-MB, CEA, PSA,
bilirubin, AST, ALT) that useful pools cannot be
prepared without supplementation. Supplementation
introduces additional complications which may com-
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promise commutability. These limitations restrict use
of authentic clinical specimens or pooled specimens to
specialized programs. Within these constraints, such
specimens represent the best available approach to
validate traceability to a reference system and to
assess intermethod harmonization.
An IFCC/WHO meeting on reference materials and
reference systems [33] recommended that routine test
measurement systems be validated by reference methods using fresh patient sera and accuracy control
materials, and that accuracy control materials must
be commutable with patient samples for test procedures (routine lab methods). This group also recommended that EQA replace method-dependent assigned
values with reference method assigned values when
commutable materials were available. A discussion
paper from EQA working group B on target values in
EQA [43] recommended two different approaches for
EQA. Fresh-frozen native patient samples were recommended for method assessment using reference
method target values. Non-commutable processed sera
could be used for participant assessment, in which
case, reference method values were informational only.
The implication being that non-commutability of the
processed materials precluded use of reference method
target values for participant evaluation. Both groups
reinforced that assigning a reference method target
value to a material that has not been validated for
commutability can produce an incorrect conclusion
regarding a method’s calibration status for clinical
specimens. These recommendations have been reinforced by several recent reports [4,5,7,16,25,26,35].

the-clot pooled serum specimen along with five conventional processed materials in two 1994 College of
American Pathologists Surveys sent to 700 of approximately 7000 participants. Eleven chemistry measurands (calcium, chloride, cholesterol, creatinine,
glucose, HDL-cholesterol, potassium, sodium, urea
nitrogen, uric acid and triglycerides) were assayed in
the fresh-frozen pooled specimen and in eight processed materials by the participants using routine
measurement procedures and by the National Institute
for Standards and Technology (NIST, USA) and the
CDC using high-level reference measurement procedures.
Fig. 2 is redrawn from Ross et al. and shows
diagrammatically how matrix bias was quantitated
and a method-specific matrix-corrected target value
traceable to a reference method was assigned to noncommutable EQA/PT materials. A conventional processed EQA/PT material and a fresh-frozen off-theclot pooled serum specimen were assayed by both a
field method (test procedure) and a reference method.
The fresh-frozen pool was assumed to be commutable
with authentic clinical specimens, because it was
prepared very carefully using a protocol analogous to
that of the NCCLS C37-A guideline [15]. The difference in results for the fresh-frozen specimen between
the reference method and the field method gave the
calibration bias for the field method. Similarly, the

5. Processed materials with method-specific
matrix-corrected target values
A hybrid approach has been reported by several
investigators which uses non-commutable EQA/PT
materials in combination with commutable authentic
clinical specimens or pooled specimens to allow
method-specific matrix-corrected target values for the
non-commutable materials. These designs enable target values for conventional processed materials which
are traceable to reference systems and allow evaluation
of intermethod harmonization.
One of the more detailed reports was from Ross et
al. [5] who included a fresh-frozen unmodified off-

Fig. 2. Schematic of a protocol (adapted from Ref. [5]) to quantitate
matrix bias and determine a method-specific matrix-corrected target
value for a non-commutable EQA/PT material. Matrix bias is the
difference between the observed bias for an EQA/PT material and
the calibration bias for a commutable fresh-frozen off-the-clot serum
pool for results from a field method versus an RM. A methodspecific matrix-corrected target value is determined by adjusting the
reference method value for the EQA/PT material by the amount of
matrix bias present for a specific field method.
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difference in results for the EQA/PT material gave the
observed EQA/PT bias for the field method. Note that
the observed EQA/PT bias contained the calibration
bias plus the matrix bias. Random bias was reduced to
a very small quantity by replication among all participants in a method peer group. The difference between
the calibration bias and the EQA/PT bias gave the
matrix bias attributable to non-commutability of the
EQA/PT material. This quantitative matrix bias was
determined for each particular field method and EQA/
PT material combination. A method-specific matrixcorrected target value for the EQA/PT material was
obtained by subtracting the matrix bias from the
reference method result for the EQA/PT material. In
this manner, one EQA/PT material had a set of matrixcorrected target values which were specific for each
individual field method (test procedure) in the program.
Table 1 is derived from the Ross et al. [5] report and
shows cholesterol results for four large test procedure
peer groups to illustrate the application of methodspecific matrix-corrected target values. Note that in the
case of the Hitachi/Roche method, the EQA/PT result
was very close to the matrix-corrected target value but
different from the reference method value. This is
expected because the method had minimal calibration
bias but a substantial matrix bias. A similar situation
occurred with the Dimension method. The Beckman
method had the EQA/PT result different than the
matrix-corrected target value, because there was a
significant calibration bias but a minimal matrix bias.
In this case, the matrix-corrected target value was close
to the reference method value, because the matrix bias
was small. The Vitros method results showed a significant calibration bias with a significant matrix bias
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in the opposite direction. In this case, the EQA/PT
result was artifactually close to the reference method
value, but the actual calibration status was only
reflected versus the matrix-corrected target value.
Overall, Ross et al. reported calibration bias based on
the fresh-frozen serum specimen in 73% of 180 peer
groups among 11 measurands. They reported noncommutability with the processed materials in 69%
of 644 method group/material combinations, and a
high-level reference method assigned target value for
the EQA/PT specimens was valid for only 32% of the
method/material combinations.
Other investigators have recommended methodspecific matrix-corrected target values to overcome
matrix bias in conventional processed materials. Carobene et al. [44] used two fresh-frozen serum pools
plus six lyophilized materials with GC-MS reference
method value assignment for creatinine sent to 51
laboratories. They proposed use of method-specific
matrix-corrected target values to compensate for the
non-commutability of the lyophilized materials.
Ferrero et al. [7] used fresh-frozen serum pools and
two conventional processed materials with reference
method target values in an EQA for cholesterol. They
determined that the conventional materials were not
commutable and that reference method target values
could not be used to evaluate participant trueness.
They determined method-specific matrix-corrected
target values for the non-commutable materials which
could be used to evaluate trueness for test procedure
peer groups.
Ricos et al. [9] compared results for five general
chemistry measurands in 27 QC and EQA materials
and a panel of 25 fresh-frozen sera assayed by seven
test procedures. They demonstrated non-commutabil-

Table 1
Examples of method-specific matrix-corrected target values for cholesterola
Reference method value = 4.40 mmol/l
Method

PT material
result (mmol/l)

Hitachi/Roche
Dimension
Beckman
Vitros

4.23
3.99
4.51
4.35

a

Calibration bias
from FFb result (%)
0.3
1.2
3.1
2.8

Matrix bias
(%)
4.2
10.5
0.5
1.8

Matrix-corrected
target valuec (mmol/l)
4.22 F 0.02
3.94 F 0.02
4.38 F 0.02
4.48 F 0.02

Adapted from Ross et al. [5] for specimen C-02 in the 1994 College of American Pathologists Comprehensive Chemistry Survey.
FF is a fresh-frozen unadulterated off-the-clot pooled serum specimen.
c
F 95% confidence interval.
b
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ity for one-half of the method/material combinations
and suggested that EQA should periodically include a
fresh-frozen serum specimen to allow assessment of
traceability.
A discussion paper from the European EQA organizers working group A [6] recommended that traceability to a reference method should be established
based on split specimen results for authentic clinical
specimens and that matrix-corrected target values be
assigned to test procedure calibrators. They suggested
that EQA should identify method calibration issues
that might not be detected by internal quality control
which simply monitors stable performance at a given
calibration condition. This report recognized noncommutability in conventional processed materials
and suggested that single target values were not
appropriate for EQA. The report suggested individual
laboratory evaluation in EQA should use method peer
group target values unless native human serum
allowed comparison to a reference system.
Method-specific matrix-corrected target values for
EQA/PT materials represent a practical approach to
overcome non-commutability. Traceability to a reference method target value is possible by measuring and
correcting for the method-specific matrix bias component. The critical analytic step is quantitating the
matrix bias for each test method procedure which
requires adequate replication in the EQA/PT scheme
to reduce the uncertainty to acceptable levels.
When a method-specific matrix-corrected target
value is available for an otherwise non-commutable
EQA/PT material, the bias observed for an individual
laboratory’s test procedure result, or the mean bias
for a test procedure peer group, reflects the test
procedure’s calibration bias (trueness) for authentic
clinical specimens. For EQA/PT evaluation, an
acceptability range around the matrix-corrected target
value would include expected random bias and an
allowance for clinical acceptability criteria. This
approach offers one possibility to improve the value
of EQA/PT both for individual laboratories and for
test procedure manufacturers to evaluate the traceability and harmonization performance of their methods in field use.
Note that test method nonspecificity is a component
of random bias and to the extent that it affects EQA/PT
and clinical specimens similarly is not addressed by a
matrix-corrected target value. The matrix bias correc-

tion will include analytic nonspecificity that is
uniquely present in the EQA/PT material, but is not
present in authentic clinical specimens, and thus contributes to the non-commutability of the EQA/PT
material. Analytic nonspecificity which affects clinical
specimens can be addressed in EQA/PT by design of
materials which include interfering substances
intended to challenge test procedure performance. This
type of challenge specimen would not be suitable for a
method-specific matrix-corrected target value.
There are limitations to quantitating the matrix bias
and determining matrix-corrected target values. One
critical limitation is that a method-specific matrixcorrected target value can only be determined for
materials with measurand levels relatively close to
those of the commutable clinical specimen(s) used to
establish the correct calibration bias. This constraint is
due to the fact that both constant and proportional
calibration bias may be present and the bias at one
point in the measurement range may not be predictive
of the bias over the entire range. This requirement
may limit the portion of the analytical measurement
range which can be evaluated using matrix-corrected
target values. However, Cobbaert [16] reported equivalent calibration harmonization using protocols with
one or three concentrations of commutable materials
for several lipid methods.
The second critical limitation is the assumption of
commutability of the fresh-frozen off-the-clot serum
pool, or other specimen materials, with a panel of
typical fresh authentic clinical specimens. Collection,
handling and processing of the clinical specimen’
materials must be carefully performed and the final
product tested for commutability if any deviations
from the typical handling of clinical specimens is
necessary. NCCLS C37-A guideline provides a consensus procedure for preparation of a fresh-frozen offthe-clot serum pool. A final requirement is that the
reference measurement procedure must be specific for
the measurand and must not be affected by any matrix
interferences which may be present in the processed
EQA/PT materials.
The logistics of EQA/PT programs are ideal for
periodic inclusion of a commutable clinical specimen
material to be assayed along with conventional processed materials. Specimen handling, analysis protocols and data reporting can be transparent to the
laboratory user which minimizes errors and data
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processing cost. Reference system assays and data
analysis to determine calibration biases and methodspecific matrix-corrected target values for the noncommutable processed materials would be provided
by the EQA/PT organizer. The availability of certified
reference method laboratories is critical for success of
this approach. The value added to the laboratory user
and to the method manufacturer is periodic validation
of traceability to a reference system and assessment of
intermethod harmonization when reference systems
do not exist for a measurand.

6. Summary and future direction
The following is oriented to serum measurands in
the Clinical Chemistry and Endocrinology specialties.
Similar approaches are applicable to other specimen
types and in other laboratory specialties.
The state of the art in materials development is
such that relatively few processed materials have
commutability properties that allow intermethod harmonization or traceability validation. Most EQA/PT
programs use conventional processed materials and
evaluate participants based on test procedure peer
group comparison. Value derives from this approach
because individual laboratories can determine that
they are applying a measurement technology correctly
and in agreement with other laboratories. A method
manufacturer can use the peer group imprecision to
determine that their calibration transfer process to
individual laboratories meets specifications.
Conventional matrix-modified processed materials
will continue as the primary materials for many EQA/
PT programs. These materials can be produced in
large quantities, can have multiple measurands over a
wide range of analyte content in the same vial and
have excellent stability. The principal limitation of
these materials has been non-commutability which is
common but unpredictable in magnitude for any
particular material/method combination. Thus, unless
validation of commutability has been performed, these
materials cannot be used to evaluate calibration bias
between method groups, including traceability to a
reference measurement procedure.
Freshly collected off-the-clot pooled serum and
whole blood materials have been used successfully
in some EQA/PT programs and their use is increasing.
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The principal advantage of such materials is they are
assumed to be commutable among methods, and thus,
reflect the performance of authentic clinical specimens. However, such materials must be collected and
processed carefully to preserve native properties.
Their principal limitations are measurand levels near
the population normals, difficulty recruiting donors
with pathologic levels and limited quantities available.
Research into supplementation of off-the-clot serum
pools is needed to extend the range of measurand
content that retains commutability with authentic
clinical specimens. The cost to produce and distribute
off-the-clot serum pools is more expensive than the
established procedures for materials processed from
plasma donors. Because of the limitations in using
authentic clinical specimen pools, they have not been
practical for large multi-constituent surveillance EQA/
PT programs.
Hybrid approaches based on processed materials in
combination with authentic clinical specimen pools
represent a practical step forward to add value for
individual participants and for method manufacturers.
The commutable specimen provides a check point for
calibration traceability to a reference method and for
intermethod harmonization in the absence of a reference system. Method-specific matrix-corrected target
values can be assigned to the processed materials
which can extend their use for evaluating traceability
to reference systems.
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